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Pedagogical use of multiple choice tests – 
Students create their own tests 

Formative use of multiple choice tests facilitates learning and can motivate and guide 
the student. The task of creating tests with questions and alternatives, can be difficult. 
The process towards a successful test requires a certain amount of background 
knowledge, an overview of the field in question, and the ability to view the knowledge 
domain from a different perspective. This paper discusses how learning can be 
enhanced, by engaging students in the creative task of making their own tests.  
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1. Introduction 
Multiple choice tests can be used both in assessment and in the learning process. The 
straightforward way is for the teacher to develop multiple choice tests, and then use these 
tests either in summative assessment or in mandatory exercises for self evaluation.  
 
This paper presents a way to use tests as an alternative pedagogical activity. Every teacher 
that has tried to make a multiple choice test knows that this task can be challenging. The 
process requires knowledge and understanding of the field. Similarly, reflection, self-
evaluation and quality assurance of the work will be necessary to succeed. Hence – it should 
be not only possible to enhance learning by implementing test creation as a student activity, 
but also an interesting pedagogical exercise for both the student and the teacher.  

2. Theoretical foundation and motivation 
According to Horton, making a good test consists of four iterative tasks [1]. Several 
challenges exist in each phase. Test design constitutes how to write good questions of high 
quality, but also involves other test properties such as feedback strategy. Distribution 
involves for instance how to deliver the test, the number of attempts allowed and how to deal 
with cheating. The phase of grading involves calculation of score and a grading strategy – a 
task that is normally difficult for the average teacher and should be assisted by functionality 
of a test tool. The final phase involves improvement of the test through analysis of the results 
so that for instance bad questions and alternatives can be identified.  
 
When creating a multiple choice test, the teacher meets challenges already in the first phase. 
How to write questions of high quality that not only test knowledge, but also test 
understanding, application and the ability to analyse a problem? Bloom´s taxonomy [2] 
categorises cognitive levels of competence. It is quite possible to create multiple choice 
questions that test the student on different levels according to Bloom´s taxonomy, thus 
making the test more demanding, valid and relevant. By providing the candidate with stimuli 
prior to a question, for instance an image, a sound/video clip, some text or other resources 
(or even activities), it is easier to test for instance the student´s understanding, ability to apply 
knowledge or ability to analyse a problem. It is important to note that what demands a deeper 
insight by a first-year student, may be routine recalling for the master student [3]. 
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Furthermore, how can a teacher create questions and alternatives that are not self-
explanatory, and that allows the test to accurately depict the level of the student 
knowledge/understanding? Identifying good distractors, that is, alternatives that are wrong, is 
a demanding task [4]. To summarise, making good questions requires concentration, 
creativity, reflection, a critical eye and ideally an external evaluator for quality assurance.  
 
Worth noting, a large question pool will be useful for the teacher when creating future tests 
and reusing existing questions. The pool can also assist the tasks of result analysis and 
quality assurance in the improvement phase [5]. It obviously takes time to build a high quality 
question pool, but once populated, it would be very useful in order to create a variety of tests 
for use in both formative and summative assessment.  

3. Exercise: The students create their own tests 
Creating something often results in learning, and involves new cognitive processing of 
existing knowledge. This applies to written texts, presentations, learning material and should 
also be true for creating tests. In order to succeed when creating a test, questions and 
alternatives, the test creator must view and process the theory and knowledge domain from a 
different angle than when explaining or reproducing something. Both detail-specific 
knowledge and a generic overview and understanding of the knowledge domain, is 
necessary.  
 
Given that the teacher faces challenging tasks related to mental processing when creating 
multiple choice tests, the students should also meet the same issues. Hence – making a 
pedagogical activity out of test and question creation, would seem interesting. In order to 
succeed with their questions, students should have to read, process and understand the 
course material in a new, different way than before – and this activity should, in theory, 
enhance learning. The task of creating, obviously requires mental processing at different 
levels, so one might also relate the creation activity itself to Bloom´s taxonomy in general, 
and to the higher evaluation level (within Bloom´s model) in particular. Self-evaluation of the 
test and question quality should also enrich learning, since self-evaluation is regarded an 
important part of the overall learning process [6].  

3.1 Individual exercise, spring 2006 

As a pedagogical learning experiment, the students in the courses “Internet Publishing” and 
“Operating systems with Linux” (spring 2006) were given a mandatory exercise to create 
their own multiple choice tests from a given subject. A note explaining the importance of 
Bloom´s taxonomy was attached to the exercise. The introduction to the exercise stated well-
defined learning goals: Process the knowledge domain from a different perspective, increase 
the ability to problematise knowledge, and work with the cognitive levels of Bloom in mind. 
The exercise text also had a few examples of questions at different levels in Bloom´s 
taxonomy, and the students had previously taken tests made by the teacher. 
 
The students were also asked to explain why their distractors were wrong alternatives, and 
why their correct alternatives were correct. This task should improve the question quality due 
to the reflective nature of the exercise. After finishing the creation of the test, each student 
should evaluate her own learning process. Of course, it is difficult to conclude that the 
learning effect can actually increase within the bounds of such an activity – due to a small 
amount of empirical data – but student satisfaction and feedback gives a certain indication of 
success. Almost every one of the about 30 students in each course enjoyed this form of 
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exercise, and claimed to have learned more than by just answering tests or writing texts like 
in traditional exercises. Many students noted that it was difficult to create good questions.  
 
The exercise work was intended to be individual, but some students still chose to collaborate. 
Many questions were on the lowest level in Bloom´s taxonomy. The students that 
collaborated had better questions in this respect. It was also interesting to note that some 
questions were really creatively formulated. The students created their tests as Microsoft 
Word documents, which were read only by the teacher. Clearly, there was potential for 
improvement.  

3.2 Collaborative exercise, spring 2007 

Building on the experiences from the first exercise one year earlier, the students in the 
course “Operating systems with Linux” (spring 2007) were first given a wiki exercise where 
they should write some self-chosen texts into a common wiki, groupwise. Then they had to 
pass a digital multiple choice test provided by the teacher through the LMS-system it´s 
learning. This test was individual to ensure participation by everyone. Some weeks later, they 
were given the pedagogical exercise of creating their own multiple choice tests, groupwise. 
In addition to these exercises, regular lectures were given. All together, the students were 
provided different ways to learn throughout the course. The exercise of “student test 
creation” was improved based on the weaknesses discovered the previous year. The 
students were told to work in their well-established groups, and create a common multiple 
choice test of at least 10 questions. Each group was given privileges in the LMS-system to 
create and manage its own tests. Each group should also write a reflection note evaluating 
its work and learning effect. Finally, the teacher collected all the tests and made them 
available for the entire class, as a preparation for the final exam.  

4. Conclusions 
Tests can be used formatively to enhance student motivation, activity and learning. As 
experienced by many teachers, there is a lot of learning and mental processing involved in 
the task of creating a test. It therefore makes sense to challenge students to create their own 
tests. Experiments have shown that many benefits can be obtained when implementing this 
kind of pedagogical activity as part of the pedagogical curriculum, regarding both enhanced 
learning and important testing aspects, for instance quality assurance, question pool and 
student acceptance. The final paper will further explain in detail the various exercises that 
were briefly introduced in this “abstract paper”, and include another variation of such an 
exercise. The final paper will also discuss and analyse the benefits and learning effects from 
this kind of pedagogical use of tests.  
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